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In the meantime, those who were members of the Khmer Rouge leadership claim that they do not believe that more than one million Cambodians perished under their regime. I wonder, have they ever visited their own secret prison, S-21, now known as the Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum, where almost 20,000 prisoners were tortured and executed? The dozens of former young Khmer Rouge comrades who present their stories in this paper can certainly testify to what happened at S-21.

For real peace, for real national reconciliation, for real development, and for real stability, Cambodia must confront the truth and find justice. The young Khmer Rouge comrades are ready to testify in court as they have testified here. The only way that Cambodians can put their terrible past behind them and begin to build a new future is by revealing the truth.

           Youk Chhang (Ea and Sim 2001: 1-2)

The fight between “memory” and “forgetting” is extremely unequal, but my thinking is that there are two kinds of forgetting. There’s complete “nothing” where no records remain, and there’s forgetting that happens with records being left behind. I selected the latter. Leaving a record was absolutely necessary.

Rithy Panh
	Cambodian filmmaker and genocide survivor Rithy Panh discusses the necessity of leaving a record as part of a particular process of forgetting (and in effect, remembering) in the context of the traumatic events and memories of the Khmer Rouge regime headed by Pol Pot. The Khmer Rouge established the state of Democratic Kampuchea (DK) on 17 April 1975 – overcoming the U.S.-backed government administration headed by General Lon Nol in the process – and existed until the Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia that dissolved DK on 7 January 1979. During the Khmer Rouge regime, around two million Cambodians (a quarter of the country’s population at the time) died as a result of starvation, exhaustion in labour camps, tortures/interrogations and mass executions in the name of creating a classless, agrarian society of a “pure” Khmer race. Panh’s family members were among the two million Cambodians who died during the regime. 
Since 1989, ten years after he arrived in France as a survivor of the genocide and as an exile, Panh has been creating a filmography that responds to the necessity of leaving records of the recent violent and traumatic Cambodian past that, according to him, the Cambodian population and its diaspora of differing generations still refuse to confront or know little about. His documentaries Cambodia, between War and Peace (1991), Rice People (1994), Bophana, a Cambodian Tragedy (1996) and more recently, The People of Angkor (2003) and S-21: The Khmer Rouge Killing Machine (2003) serve explicitly as records but also as sites of dialogue for and among Cambodians and the international world alike in making sense of this “culture of violence” (ibid.: 32) and confronting traumatic memories and events. Co-constituting either the absence of knowledge of or a refusal to confront the genocide is the national and international absence of judicial process to prosecute the remaining members of the Khmer Rouge for their crimes. For Panh, this judicial absence prevents the population and diaspora from fully initiating the process of individual and collective mourning through a confrontation with memories and experiences (1999: 31-32).​[1]​ In this sense, Panh’s documentaries also provide a filmic space onto which projections of a form of justice can occur and that could, in the future, serve as official testimony. His works thus represent the actuality of the genocide, the act of remembering, and the intimate links between memory, history and narrative.​[2]​
In this essay, I analyse the process of spectatorship constructed in and by S-21: The Khmer Rouge Killing Machine. I attempt to theorise the documentary’s role in the process of confronting and representing traumatic memories/histories and “culture[s] of violence.” S-21, as the title implies, discusses the operations and logistics of one aspect of the Khmer Rouge regime and genocide that took place at Tuol Sleng prison (codename S-21) through personal traumatic experiences.​[3]​ Tuol Sleng​[4]​ in Phnom Penh operated actively as the main secret site for the imprisonment, interrogation and execution of suspected “enemies” both foreign and Cambodian of the Khmer Rouge from May 1976 to 1979. Purges targeting suspected traitors to the regime also involved immediate families. As the years progressed under the Khmer Rouge, the purges became more and more concentrated on “inside” members of the regime who were suspected of being KGB and CIA spies, as well as tools for Vietnamese infiltration of the organisation. “Civilians who named names of those who named names” describes the (il)logic of the purges that, despite its seeming superficiality, entailed very serious and ultimately tragic consequences. Tuol Sleng and its staff, headed by director Deuch (né Kang Kek Ieu), saw roughly 17,000 to 30,000 Cambodians imprisoned, interrogated, tortured and executed, with Vietnamese comprising several hundreds and even some Thais, Americans and Australians. Of this number of prisoners, only seven people are known to have survived (Chandler 1999).
Panh brings together the survivors – both prisoners and guards – in order to confront Tuol Sleng’s specific role in the genocide and in traumatic memories. In my analysis of spectatorship in S-21 that speaks specifically to the representation of trauma and traumatic memories, I confront a similar set of questions that Jane M. Gaines does in rethinking what “documentary” means and what its link to political change/activism entails. She asks, “Can the motion picture apparatus produce ‘revolutionary effects’ on the bodies of viewers just like that?” and “Is it the rousing film or is it the world of the film that makes viewers want to do something?” In an attempt to theorise the link between documentary and political change/activism, she proposes the concept of “political mimesis,” which “begins with the body” and “is about a relationship between bodies in two locations—on the screen and in the audience—and it is the starting point for the consideration of what the one body makes the other do” (1999: 90). In other words, the spectatorship of the documentary image. I would extend this to spectatorship of the traumatic documentary image. Gaines admits that her model of thinking about cinematic intervention in political struggles in terms of representation and activism raises more questions than provides answers. However, the notion of “political mimesis” highlights the spectator’s link to the history that is in the images. The implication is that remembering and watching operate simultaneously. Inversely, the spectator brings to the images his/her own specific history, if we bear in mind the different forms of remembering and experience that temper the act of watching (e.g. if s/he is Cambodian and/or a genocide survivor). Viewed in this sense, Gaines provides a critical avenue through which to rethink the link between our bodies as spectators and the bodies in the images, in history. Moreover, she recognises the (potential) presence of trauma in political struggle, which then makes the act of remembering and watching, and memory itself, politicised processes.
Gaines’ concept of political mimesis aims to realign the discussion of the link between politics and documentary with the body. She looks at several documentaries to examine how they “use mimesis that assumes a mimetic faculty on the part of its audience—the ability to ‘body back,’ to carry on the same struggle” depicted in the images (1999: 99-100). This emphasis on the spectator body in relation to the imaged body points to the phenomenological model of spectatorship (or cinematic identification) outlined by Vivian Sobchack that emphasises the existential experience, i.e. the spectator’s material, embodied aspect of knowledge and vision tempered by his/her particular sociocultural position. The focus on the existential admits the limits of the knowledge, experience and cultural memory/remembering that a spectator brings to his/her viewing and makes each film viewing and spectator a unique event vis-à-vis previous and future ones, insofar as the spectator’s existential experience of his/her environment and the world (whether in mediated form or not) is always changing. The spectator’s constant shifting of experience contributes to the way one engages with the cinematic image. In the specific case of the documentary image, for Sobchack both the term and text of “documentary” signify more than a unitary object. “Documentary” is “less a thing than an experience – and the term names not only a cinematic object, but also the experienced ‘difference’ and ‘sufficiency’ of a specific mode of consciousness and identification with the cinematic image” (1999: 241). By “experience,” she means something else beyond the simple binary relationship of the object of one’s look and the owner of the look to describe an engagement with a cinematic image. This later model relegates the spectator to a passive position in constant submission to power relations in gender difference inscribed in narrative cinema techniques. Her phenomenological model of spectatorship, as well as Gaines’ notion of political mimesis, is in part an alternative to the totalising spectatorial model conceived by Lacanian psychoanalytic film theory. Her proposed phenomenological model “differentiates among a variety of subjective spectatorial modes that coconstitute the cinematic object as the kind of cinematic object it is” (ibid.). In doing so, she brings to the fore what Gaines only implies: the powerful negotiating role of memory in one’s spectatorship of a cinematic image. I frame, therefore, my analysis of the spectatorship of S-21 with Sobchack’s identification of memory’s role and Gaines’ interrogation of the documentary’s role in political change/activism and her own emphasis on the spectating body in the representation of traumatic memories and experiences (and by extension, what constitutes “victim” and “perpetrator”). I hope to illustrate how S-21 positions the spectator vis-à-vis its subjects. I highlight how S-21 renders visible the “experienced ‘difference’” in spectatorial positions brought about by (traumatic) memory. This issue of difference (as inclusive rather than exclusive) in the act of watching and remembering can become a form of political activism beginning with the body, following Gaines. Panh’s choice of Tuol Sleng as the setting where the survivors encounter and speak with each other can be read, then, as a more forceful visualisation of (1), the role of (traumatic) memory that contributes to one’s relationship with an event, location and/or persons; (2), the specificity of each person’s (traumatic) memories and experiences; and (3), the act of remembering as a form of political activism. Thus, the act of watching S-21 is the act of cultivating an awareness of all three in constant dialogue with each other.

Tuol Sleng, or Seeing the Spectre of Traumatic History
S-21 begins by positioning immediately and almost perfunctorily the spectator’s relationship to Cambodian history in order to lead to the more specific history of Tuol Sleng. The flash of the documentary’s title is followed by a prologue. It states, “Before the war, Cambodia was an independent, neutral country with a population of 7.7 million.” More subtitles follow this to explain the events that lead to the Khmer Rouge victory in 1975, complemented by images of present-day Phnom Penh, black-and-white archival footage of DK workers in the fields and Khmer Rouge cadres. Despite what would seem to be an expository mode (Nichols 1994), the way in which Panh weaves word, image and sound together can be disorientating for a spectator whose knowledge of this history is limited. For example, it is not until the next subtitle that reads “1970: Coup d’Etat against Prince Sihanouk” that one gets a sense of what “war” (America-Vietnam) or period of which the prologue speaks. When the footage changes from the bird’s-eye view pan of the decrepit buildings of present-day Phnom Penh to the black-and-white archival footage, a song sung in Khmer about DK begins, which creates an idyllic picture of the Khmer Rouge workers toiling together in harmony and unity. At the same time, it is upon these images that subtitles such as “Civil War,” “600,000 dead” appear. This information undercuts the animated faces of the people and the cheerful-sounding song and exposes the hypocrisy of the regime. When smiling Khmer Rouge cadres appear on the screen after the subtitle that states their victory in 1975, further disjuncture of meaning results from subtitles such as “Displaced populations/town-dwellers driven,” “schools closed, currency abolished, religions banned” even as the DK song continues. Upon the appearance of the Khmer Rouge cadres on the screen, even as the DK song plays at a lower register, the spectator hears again the ominous sound that began the timeline. By the time the subtitle “forced labour camps, surveillance, famine, terror, executions” appears, this ominous sound has replaced the DK song. The full impact of the consequence of this expository timeline predicated on the disjuncture of word, sound and image becomes most clear when the subtitle “A genocide: 2 million dead” appears alongside a shot that pans from one side of a deserted street to another. Panh thus provides for the spectator the “base” history of the Khmer Rouge regime that frames the more specific subject of Tuol Sleng. This “base” history responds in part to Sobchack’s description of what I prefer to call a spectatorial position (as opposed to a “mode of cinematic identification”) that “entails not only our existential and cultural knowledge, but also our partial lack of it—a lack that modifies the nature of our identification with the image” (1999: 243). Panh establishes through the timeline a relationship between Cambodian history and the spectator. But it is an ironic relationship because of the manner in which he presents word, image and sound together. 
Following the timeline is a short clip of countless rows of workers in the fields, all wearing the same uniform, as a DK song is heard on the soundtrack (whether or not the soundtrack is from the clip or Panh’s documentary is indistinguishable and not made clear). This time, Panh includes the lyrics to further solidify the spectator’s ironic relationship to this history, as they recount the “sublime” revolutionary spirit of a pure Khmer race. Through this opening sequence, Panh mobilises what Michael Taussig describes as “manipulat[ing] reality by means of its image” (1993: xviii; quoted in Gaines 1999: 94) as a way of illustrating the power of mimesis in the production of images. This “mimetic faculty” invests oppressed communities with the ability to “‘image back,’ to represent their own faces and bodies—the faces and bodies of peasants, of indigenous peoples, of racial Others, of working women—and to show them against a backdrop of the historical conflicts within which they lost or triumphed” (Gaines 1999: 95). By stating in the very beginning of the documentary “genocide: 2 million dead,” Panh politically “images back,” part of which constructs an ironic relationship between the spectator and the history represented in the images.
In the context of imaging back the two million dead in the genocide, Panh introduces the complex issue of victimhood that underwrites the ironic relationship set up between the spectator and the history represented in the images.​[5]​ After the opening sequence, the documentary changes from past to present tense and shows a family at home and working in the fields. Inside the home, Panh singles out three members of the family, who turn out to be Houy Him, one of the former guards-survivors of Tuol Sleng, and his parents. Panh sets up the sequence in relation to the timeline just preceding it – showing the members working in a rice paddy, giving a baby a bath, holding the baby – in such a way that positions the spectator to infer these three singled-out members as not only genocide survivors, but victims of Khmer Rouge oppression who have been able to regain a sense of life-rhythm free from violence. But Panh sets up this sequence to better undermine spectator assumptions and to give the specific conditions of Houy Him’s survival a more terrible impact. This impact results from the absence of a title that introduces Houy as the former deputy head of security at Tuol Sleng responsible for executions. The absence of a mark of identity for the spectator who does not know the faces of the guards-survivors is glaring. It is only gradually, through the articulation of Houy’s memories and his parents’ memories and reactions to his behaviour, that one finds out he was a Khmer Rouge cadre who had killed people.​[6]​ Of course, another reason for the absence of a title identifying Houy is that Panh wants to show that both guards and prisoners were victims, that they both suffer and endured trauma, and that trauma itself cannot be limited to the simple divisions of victim and perpetrator. The spectator’s assumptions of Houy as a prisoner-survivor undermined by the gradual knowledge of Houy as guard-survivor who killed prisoners makes our act of watching part of interrogating the complicated and blurred boundaries of victimhood.
The introduction of prisoner-survivor Vann Nath follows that of Houy. As the documentary progresses, the spectator comes to rely on Vann to provide and provoke knowledge of the history of the genocide. As if a conversation had already begun before cutting to him, Vann immediately recounts how he was arrested along with other Cambodians and hauled to Phnom Penh as shackled prisoners. As he narrates, the camera moves from Vann to the painting that he is working on. The painting portrays a scene of blindfolded prisoners tied to each other by rope like a chain gang on the left side of the painting frame; on the right side is a Khmer Rouge cadre dragging the rope that ties together the prisoners towards, presumably, Tuol Sleng. As a survivor-prisoner, Vann’s memories and experiences obviously differ from Houy’s, and the manner in which he expresses them. The space in which Vann recounts his memories and experiences is also distinct from Houy’s family home. During the whole of Vann’s sequence, the spectator is not privy to Vann’s location. But later in the documentary, one discovers that he is in Tuol Sleng. In these two separate, but ultimately interacting, sequences of perpetrator and victim lies a kind of discursive foundation for their meetings and dialogues in and about Tuol Sleng. The interactivity of these two sequences makes explicit for the spectator that Tuol Sleng is invested with personal traumatic memories and experiences. Tuol Sleng as a site of personal traumatic memories and experiences is affirmed by Panh’s choice to locate Vann exclusively in Tuol Sleng throughout the documentary, unlike Houy. This technique elaborates that Vann’s life at the level of the everyday takes place metaphorically in Tuol Sleng. In other words, it makes visible the way in which traumatic memory is woven in the fabric of the day-to-day subjectivity of the survivor and disrupts the boundaries between past, present and future. This choice presents a reinterpretation of what it means to “image back” in the sense that it not only represents the physical space of Tuol Sleng and Vann’s material body but also the relation between the two and Vann’s traumatised subjectivity. The timeline and Houy’s and Vann’s sequences effectively serve as a prologue to the primary element that structures the documentary and its subjects – namely, Tuol Sleng. More importantly, this “prologue” constructs for the spectator a context of memories of traumatic history. Such a context implicates the act of watching in the process of grappling with the issue of victimhood. Throughout the documentary, the spectator is called upon to mobilise – however unconsciously – his/her experiential knowledge and attitudes towards traumatic history and all that this kind of history entails (e.g., legal justice and accountability, mourning/healing and victimhood, memorialisation) in a way beyond reductive binaries, including that of “guard” and “prisoner” as survivors. Lastly, this “prologue” prepares the spectator to inhabit the different traumatised subjectivities of the survivors, for after this point the documentary locates itself and its subjects exclusively in the prison.
Tuol Sleng stands now as the current Museum of Genocidal Crimes, but still also as the former Khmer Rouge prison. It is a site of trauma and the memorialisation of this trauma at the same time. Tuol Sleng manifests and narrates in its topography the traumatic disjuncture of time and space, straddling the past, present and future by virtue of its being intact as the prison and a museum since 1980. It is a museum where the memory of the prison is present because the historical/social/political significance of the museum hinges upon its “former” status as a “prison.” Inside the prison and the courtyard, Panh presents multiple, and conflictual, experiences and forms of remembering to confront the tortures/interrogations and killings that took place in Tuol Sleng. This multilayered context of evidence and testimony constructs what Janet Walker terms a “triangulated” structure of looking for the documentary subjects and spectators alike. She writes, 
Under this organization, the words and experience of any one interview subject or 
protagonist are qualified and correlated to other evidence and commentary presented 
in the film. They are “triangulated,” as anthropologists might say, with written 
documents and historical interpretation, so that their partial truths and partial mis-
perceptions might emerge in the place of a reductive true/false regime (1997: 813).
As such, Panh presents the diverse roles that Tuol Sleng played in the genocide as a prison and that it contains as a museum: the mug shots of the prisoners prior to their deaths; the mountains of written confessions by prisoners and guards alike, some of whose authorship and rationale is discussed; Vann’s paintings; and of course, Tuol Sleng’s physical space, which had been a high school prior to the Khmer Rouge regime.
Tuol Sleng “officially” appears in the documentary for the first time through the introduction of another survivor, former prisoner Chum Mey. Panh first presents him standing in the courtyard of the prison/museum. Then in a close up shot of Chum, Panh records his burst of crying even before he has uttered a word to recount his traumatic experiences as a prisoner. Chum’s involuntary display of outward pain corresponds to Michael Renov’s discussion of how “documentary claims for itself an anchorage in history” (1999: 31) through its subjects. Unlike the timeline or Houy’s and Vann’s introductory sequences, which took place away from the site of their trauma even as they described in their respective ways their relation to Tuol Sleng, the spectator sees through Chum the actual interaction between a survivor, his traumatic memories and the site of his trauma. For it is, in effect, Chum’s outburst that marks him as a survivor-prisoner, since yet again, Panh does not identify him through a subtitle. Nor is Tuol Sleng itself formally identified. The sustained absence of labeling the survivors and the space of Tuol Sleng is problematic since it challenges the specificity of the violent and traumatic history and memories that the images and imaged bodies represent. However, if one accepts that the timeline and Houy’s and Vann’s sequences make up a prologue that links explicitly personal traumatic memories and Tuol Sleng to talk about an aspect of the genocide, the moment in the documentary where Panh presents Tuol Sleng and Chum solidifies such a traumatised link. Moreover, it is a moment of extreme affect that Panh decided to show. It is, therefore, also important to recognise how and when S-21 presents such affective scenes. Such scenes construct a particular spectatorial position for the spectator to inhabit that affirm the documentary’s epistemological agenda of enacting a form of justice through meetings and dialogues in the face of an absence of inter/national legal justice. This speaks directly to what Gaines terms “pathos of fact,” where the images’ “evidentiary status makes [their] appeal” to the spectator and work to “align the viewer emotionally with a struggle that continues beyond the frame and into his or her real historical present” (1999: 92-93).
The spectatorial position that the sequence with Chum constructs emphasises the act of watching as a form of political change/activism in itself. The sequences where former prisoners and guards speak to each other and look through the Khmer Rouge archives in Tuol Sleng underscores the political power in what Taussig describes as “manipulat[ing] reality by means of its image” and what Gaines means to “image back.” The pathos contained in the introduction of Chum is further reinforced by Vann’s presence. As Chum cries, Vann puts his arm around him to comfort him. At the level of mimesis, Vann’s presence and gesture helps to channel the spectator’s empathic identification. As we shall soon see, Vann himself is ultimately yet another of the important structuring elements of the documentary. His presence onscreen, and by extension, his paintings, inflects the ways in which a form of justice, or political activism, takes place and channels the accruing context of memories of the history of the genocide for the spectator.
Panh brings the survivors – both prisoners and guards – to Tuol Sleng in a manner similar to the separate yet interlocking sequences featuring Houy and Vann. That is to say, he maintains the fine line between perpetrator and victim established in the opening sequences by presenting the arrival of Chum and Vann at Tuol Sleng, and the guards as a group in two separate sequences. For the guards, their reunion is quite calm: they shake hands and recognise each other, nothing more. The contrast between the former prisoners’ and guards’ reactions to Tuol Sleng is striking. This presents a variation on tackling the complexity of victimhood that must be acknowledged in the process of confronting traumatic memories. Underwriting S-21’s epistemological agenda of generating dialogues as a form of justice is the demarcation of who is victim and who is perpetrator. At the level of form, this conflict becomes palpable in the narrative delay of the meeting between the survivors. By “narrative delay,” I mean a kind of narrative suspense. For even if the spectator knew already the subjects’ identities and the constitution of their respective traumatic memories prior to watching S-21, s/he still must follow the documentary’s arrangement of footage in order to witness, as it were, the meeting between the victims and perpetrators. Once again, it bears repeating that in this analysis of representations of traumatic memories, in no way is the objective to delegitimate the subjects’ traumatic memories. Examining the cinematic codes and techniques that S-21 employs, in effect, reveals more profoundly the complexity of the imbrications of memory, trauma and (the intervention of) paintings, photographs and writings.​[7]​ As Gaines writes, “the documentary image seldom appears entirely ‘naked,’ that is, entirely without aesthetic [or cinematic] supplements” (1999:99). These codes and techniques reveal ultimately for the spectator his/her complicity in the history represented in the documentary through the act of watching. By watching the re/enactment of traumatic memories, S-21 also constructs what could be superficially called second-hand memories of the trauma that, ideally, become woven into the spectator’s own day-to-day subjectivity. The elusive connection between the documentary image and political activism/change that Gaines seeks may well be located in the process of the images presented in the documentary becoming the spectator’s memories of the violent and traumatic Cambodian history.  This concept of cinematic images becoming our own memories touches upon Marianne Hirsch’s concept of “postmemory” (or “heteropathic memory” for Kaja Silverman). Hirsch defines “postmemory” specifically as the experience of children of trauma survivors who grew up with traumatic memories that then became part of their own set of personal memories of both the people involved and the events. But she broadens the definition of “postmemory” as a “space of remembrance” that opens up one’s awareness of his/her link to history and histories through empathy (1999: 8-9). The potential for political change and activism through this “space of remembrance” is implicit though there is also an understanding that this is an identification-at-a-distance. With regards to S-21, “space of remembrance” becomes a component of the space of spectatorship.

Performing Memories, or the Spectatorship of the Traumatic
It is precisely in the meetings between the prisoners and guards where Panh illustrates the intense complexity of such imbrications of memory, trauma, physical spaces and history. Vann as a crucial structuring and discursive element in the documentary and as an “anchorage in history” of the genocide is explicit in these meetings. The first meeting takes place in one of the outside corridors of Tuol Sleng and articulates immediately the subject of victimhood. Panh asks the guards if they consider themselves to be victims even as they worked at Tuol Sleng. “Yes,” they reply. Panh counters, “Now if those who worked here are victims, what about prisoners like me?” One of the former personnel, photographer Nheim Ein, responds, “They’re secondary victims.” Such a response posits a hierarchy of suffering and trauma that seems to express a refusal of recognition on the part of the personnel of the full extent of the consequences of, and their direct complicity in, the atrocities committed in the prison. As painful and difficult the process was for Vann, Panh continually places him in the role of the interviewer – or in trauma studies vocabulary, “empathetic listener.” Vann thus enacts the interactive mode of documentary filmmaking (Nichols 1994) as he poses question after question to the guards to try to get a sense of the logic that allowed for the tortures and executions to take place. Vann’s interactive role, of course, positions the spectator to rely on his presence, as his/her accumulation of knowledge of the subject hinges on the act of questioning that he performs. This reliance on Vann provokes identification with his position vis-à-vis the guards continues when he presents to the guards his painting of prisoners in a cell as further evidence of their crimes. His painting details the interior of a prison cell where nearly naked, emaciated bodies of the prisoners lie on the ground. Vann describes the awful, near death conditions of the prison cell to the former guards. He narrates to them (and to the spectator) that at times, the prisoners had to sleep with corpses in the same cell, for those who died in their sleep due to exhaustion, starvation, beatings or a combination of all three were not taken care of right away. It is a harrowing painting and description, to which the guards reply, almost stubbornly, with the rationale of obedience-or-death to the Khmer Rouge party line (Angkar). 
These first meetings between Vann and the guards consolidate the demarcation between victim and perpetrator (while still admitting its complexity) begun in the documentary’s opening sequences. The guards maintain the Angkar rationale in front of Vann because they also see themselves as victims for whom non-obedience meant death as well. Vann’s function as personal testimony and channel of both the interactive (questioning, creating dialogue however limited) and expository (describing and showing his paintings, looking through prisoner files) modes of documentary filmmaking in these meetings also structures the sections when he is not onscreen.​[8]​ In these instances, the camera takes up more self-reflexively Vann’s function. The camera’s role of probing and making visible the guards’ own memories of the prison in various ways always continues Vann’s interrogation and makes him both interrogator and empathetic listener. The paradox is that in the onscreen absence of the one who seeks information, the camera records the guards’ knowledge and memories of their roles in the tortures and killings. But the spectator, given the knowledge of trauma accumulated thus far through Vann and Chum – and of the delicate line between victim and perpetrator – almost comes to stand in for their points of view. The spectator’s identification lies partially, therefore, in two of the documentary’s subjects against the others. I say “partially,” for S-21 is as adamant to have the spectator make sense of and identify with the guards as much as the prisoners. The genocide did not concern one group over the other; it occurred in the meeting of the two.
Panh devotes a sizeable amount of screen space to the guards as they sift through photographic and written evidence of the tortures, interrogations and executions, and discuss the procedures of interrogations and writing “confessions” – in short, the logistics of the administration of torture and execution. They also discuss among themselves how they were indoctrinated and reached a level of indifference to the prisoners’ humanity that allowed them to torture and kill systematically.​[9]​ In one particular sequence, the guards convene at a table, on top of which are photographs of dead prisoners. Through these photographs, they analyse several “case histories” where the prisoner had managed to obtain an object or weapon of some sort in order to kill himself and/or a guard. One of the photographs examined contains writing and lines that describe the logistics of this “failure” on the guards’ part to maintain order and power: the length of the chain tied to the prisoner that allowed for more movement, the points where the prisoner was chained and committed suicide. The sequence is disturbing for several reasons: one, Panh brings the camera intimately close to the photographs examined, which confronts the spectator through the “pathos of fact”; two, the guards recount these “case histories” mechanically, even as they describe with detail, for example, the trajectory of a bullet in the prisoner’s head in another case. Panh states that he did not want emotions; he wanted to film the memory of gestures (Deslouis 2004). The way the guards verbalise the tortures, how written “confessions” were obtained, how bloodletting took place to put the prisoner in a state of near death just so s/he could be tortured again, and the executions at Choeung Ek (one of the “killing fields”) without even flinching at the photographic or imagined images can be read as part of this rendering visible the memory of gesture. The guards’ manner of describing such atrocities is disorientating. For my own spectatorship, the disorientation emerges from a degree of disbelief (but not to be confused with doubt): to what extent are these verbalisations choreographed unedited? At the same time, this admission of a degree of disbelief speaks directly to the difficulty of representing traumatic memories and events that S-21 precisely tackles. For Vann and Chum also feel a sense of disbelief or confusion as to how this could truly have happened, even when they themselves experienced this trauma directly. 
Panh’s wish to film the memory of gesture reaches a culmination when the guards reenact their duties at Tuol Sleng. Arguably half of the sequences devoted only to the guards consist of these reenactments by one or several at the same time. By filming them, we return once again to Taussig’s and Gaines’ politicised notions of the imaging of reality/history by manipulation and “image back,” respectively. Seeing the guards perform their duties constitutes a particular expression of traumatic memories that paradoxically, inscribes the traumatic and violent history of the genocide itself on the guards’ bodies. Panh writes,  
The gestures also contain things that were “taught.” These were beaten into them when 
they became guards. […] Any different order is impossible, and there’s no way the 
gestures are wrong. The order of gestures from daily life got mixed up, but actions that 
were trained had soaked into the body. […] By placing their bodies within the S21 space, 
the language of the “body” returned (Yamagata International Documentary Film Festival 
2003; emphasis mine).
In a startling one-take sequence that clocks in at about four and a half minutes, Panh films one of the guards go in and out of a prison cell as he inspects and watches over the prisoners of long ago. The absence of prisoners as he reenacts his duties underscores more heavily the micro, day-to-day level of the process and operations of genocide.​[10]​ That the guard describes verbally (dialogue and description) what he is doing – thus reinforcing that the verbal is also gesture – contributes also to a representation of the prison’s activities at the level of the everyday. The spectator is thus confronted with a doubling of the externalisation of traumatic memories: through language and gesture, which these reenactments show the extent to which they can become one language, as it were. The reenactments illustrate the sensuous, or corporeal, in what Gaines means to “image back.” But just as Panh’s choice to locate Vann exclusively in the space of Tuol Sleng reinterprets the process of imaging back to include not just the faces, bodies and historical conflicts but also the traumatised subjectivities that emerged from such conflicts, so do the reenactments. In the absence of the prisoners long gone, the guards’ bodies and verbal descriptions from that historical period also express how trauma acts on the body beyond the temporal divisions of past, present and future.
In the face of these sequences with the guards, does the spectator wholly identify with Vann’s and Chum’s points of view, given the accumulated knowledge of their respective traumatic experiences and memories of Tuol Sleng presented in the documentary? Or is the spectator able to accommodate a sense of understanding of the guards’ trauma through their emotionless precision of words and gesture? Despite the fact that Panh wants to be clear about who is victim and who is perpetrator, he presents the complicated issue of victimhood not to resolve such questions, but more importantly, to ask and confront them. To focus simply on either the former guards or prisoners to confront an aspect of the genocide would have simplified the project of leaving records. If the spectator is positioned during these reenactments to identify with the former prisoners, s/he is also positioned to identify with the former guards. Of course, in the context of “political mimesis” that assumes the carrying on of the political struggle found in the images, the kind of political struggle that S-21 seeks to convey to the spectator is convoluted precisely because Panh highlights the difficult task of designating “victim” against “perpetrator.” It is useful to re-invoke here the concept of “postmemory,” or “heteropathic memory,” that as a “space of remembrance” makes the act of remembering politically charged.  Since in S-21 the act of watching becomes conflated with the act of remembering a particular aspect of the Cambodian genocide, the political struggle in this case does not lie “outside” the spectator and the image to continue. The political struggle lies precisely in the interaction between spectator and image, and the cultivation of an awareness of history, or a politicisation of subjectivity in spectatorship. 
This politicisation of subjectivity emerges from a combination of one’s personal set of memories (however removed) of particular events and people and the set of memories obtained from cinematic images of such events and people. The degree of politicisation obtained also depends, at the critical level, on the attention given to the formal aspects of the documentary, even and especially when, I would argue, the subject is a “holocaustal” event like the Cambodian genocide. To locate the use of aesthetic or cinematic techniques and codes in documentaries, such as S-21, that confront trauma and traumatic memories and events, according to Renov, 
should in no way disqualify it as a nonfiction because the question of expressivity is, 
in all events, a matter of degree. All such renderings require a series of authorial 
choices, none neutral, some of which may appear more ‘artful,’ or purely expressive 
than others” (1993: 35).
The different techniques, or “pathos of fact,” that I have identified in S-21 seek to respond to Renov’s call for more attention to the modality of expressivity in documentary, and take up Gaines’ call to think more about what it fundamentally means to represent “culture[s] of violence” of the past in the present. 

Conclusion
	Sobchack’s reference to and modification of Jean-Pierre Meunier’s phenomenology of cinematic identification contains the implied consideration of memory that negotiates the shifts in our engagement with a cinematic image:
However each type of film may objectively and actively solicit our spectatorial 
consciousness, in the end, we will actively and subjectively ‘take up’ the film and
position its existence and status as the kind of film object it is, based on a personal
and cultural knowledge less deliberate than lived” (ibid.)
This is similar to Marianne Hirsch’s formulation of the spectatorship of photographs of traumatic events premised on the spectator’s sociocultural grounding and context of alterity. In turn, Hirsch’s formulation can be translated in phenomenological terms as Sobchack’s notion of “existential experience” and “experienced difference and sufficiency.” In other words, the “personal and cultural knowledge” – of which memory forms a part – that each spectator brings to an engagement with a visual text must be regarded as part of the understanding of what Gaines calls “political mimesis.” For what Gaines seems to elide in her analysis is spectatorship as the first step to the possibility of “political mimesis.” Indeed, how is one to know what to “mimic” (I prefer the term “inhabit”) if one does not look? The bodies in the audience may or may not imitate what the bodies onscreen perform, which is an important issue. But more pertinent to S-21 is cultivating a set of personal and cinematic memories and inhabiting multiple, even conflictual, subjectivities through spectatorship that enacts a politicisation of spectator subjectivity, which I have attempted to discuss in this paper.
Marita Sturken, who examines the impact of traumatic memories of the Vietnam War and the AIDS epidemic on American culture in Tangled Memories: The Vietnam War, the AIDS Epidemic, and the Politics of Remembering, surprisingly does not mention cinematic identification or spectatorship in her introduction even though her analysis hinges on the impact of traumatic memories “once they are told” (1997: 9). She describes memory as “fluid and changing” (ibid: 2), yet does not refer explicitly to the role and process of spectatorship in memory re/production that contributes to its fluidity. Memory/ remembering is not simply re/construction and authorship, but also about reception and interrogation that for Cambodia signifies the processes of healing and understanding on an inter/national level that can inform the construction of new memories, understanding and dialogues of the genocide for current and future generations. In S-21, Panh presents discursive and formal conditions for survivors and spectators to reclaim and “restore [their] historical agency” (Igarashi 2000: 101) through the performance and spectatorship of traumatic memories and histories.
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^1	  At the present time, the opening of the long-awaited Khmer Rouge tribunal is set for summer 2007.
^2	  Panh was eleven years old when the Khmer Rouge seized control of the country and implemented its “Year Zero” regime. Along with most families, Panh’s family was deported from the capital city of Phnom Penh to villages, in their case, Chrey. In the course of the regime’s four-year existence, Panh’s parents, sister and other family members died from starvation and exhaustion. At the age of fifteen (in 1979), Panh was able to leave Cambodia for a refugee camp in Thailand and then to France, where he enrolled at a film school in 1985 (Panh 1999).
^3	  In other writings that discuss Tuol Sleng, it is referred to variously as “death camp” or “concentration,” terms that make a distinction between the function of a prison and that of such camps where the latter is positioned as the “exception.” I have chosen to employ “prison” to highlight the characteristic of the quotidian in the very implementation and production of trauma of which it was a part in the genocide, or the “banalization of evil” (Chandler 1999).
^4	  Henceforth, I will use Tuol Sleng to refer to the prison to avoid confusion with the use of S-21 as shorthand for the documentary in question.
^5	  As documentary filmmaker Socheata Poeuv stated at the Q & A session after the VC Film Festival screening in Los Angeles of Poeuv’s documentary New Year Baby (2006), which confronts her own family’s survival of the genocide and each member’s traumatic memories and experiences (6 May 2007), the Cambodian genocide is unique and makes it more complex to discuss issues of victims and perpetrators because it was about Cambodians killing Cambodians.
^6	  Houy is considered to be one of the most brutal of torturers and executioners at Tuol Sleng. In the written form of Bophana: A Cambodian Tragedy, Panh’s docudrama of 1996 that deals with the life of the woman Bophana during the Khmer Rouge regime, he writes about Houy: “When [he] ‘defected’ from the Khmer Rouge regime in 1995, he confessed to having killed two thousand prisoners at S-21—a claim he has since retracted” (2004: 126).
^7	  In an interview, Panh himself states that “My film certainly remains a cinematic work, but it [also] produces testimony” (Deslouis 2004; emphasis mine).
^8	  After these first meetings with the guards, Vann appears only four times either with Chum or with the guards in the remainder of S-21. Further work entails the examination of the footage with Vann with or without the guards and the kind of identification provoked when they appear at these specific junctures in the documentary.
^9	  Keep in mind that at the time of their work at Tuol Sleng, these guards were around the ages of 12 or 13, or at most, 22 or 23.
^10	  All the sequences of reenactments unfold in this way. Vann and Chum do not appear onscreen during any of these.
